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 Abstract 

There are two basic types of folk-history: 1) folk-history about enigmatic issues of ancient 

civilizations, 2) nationalistic folk-history. The first type is mostly spread in the West while the 

second in the East. In USSR official history was just a set of dogmas: conceptions were changed 

not due to discovering some new facts but just due to zigzags of ideology. Due to this fact in 

mass consciousness wasn’t formed right notion of historical methodology: history was 

considered just as a set of different versions. It was good background for folk-history. The most 

notable issues of Post-Soviet folk-histories are: Ukrainian and Turkic folk-histories: they both 

harshly ignore facts and methodology; also they both influence on academic history. In this 

aspect Ukraine is closer to Turkic world and to the East rather than to Europe while Russia is 

closer to the West since in Russia folk-history has no influence on academic history. 
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1. Problem introduction 

Folk-history is conventional name of different pseudoscience conceptions of history based on 

the desire to prove some particular view/ideology rather than on the desire to discover truth. 

Issues of folk-history can be met in any society/culture. In some societies issues of folk-history 

are more influential and powerful than in another. In current paper I would like to give a general 

outline of role of folk-history in mass consciousness and its influence on official history in Post-

Soviet states.  

2. Notes on folk-history types 

First of all I am to say some words about types of folk-history. In general can be singled out two 

main types of folk-history: first type can be conventionally determined as mythology about 

enigmatic beings/places/cultures/technologies, for instance: tales about aircraft of Incas, about 

huge undersea pyramids in southern Japan, conspirological tales about HAARP and so on; while 

the second one can be conventionally determined as nationalist mythology. First type is mostly 

spread in the West while the second one is rather widely spread in the East. Both types also can 

coexist: usually nationalist mythology includes some obscurant ideas about matters of other 

sciences.  
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Nationalist mythologies are usually well developed in those societies which have undergone 

from certain colonial regime or those which had experience of national humiliation (real or 

imaginary). 

3. Soviet background 

In USSR communist party strictly watched after historical faculties and institutes since they all 

had to follow the only official conception of history that was created according to official 

ideology and was approved by the party; not just folk-history was not allowed but even rather 

innocent attempts to interpret events from the point of view of certain another approaches were 

fiercely persecuted and authors of such attempts were ostracized. Soviet official historians 

usually had a very puritanical attitude toward both types of folk-history, however, in the last 

epoch of USSR official history seemed to become rather tolerate to folk-history of the first type 

since some ideas of that kind used to appear in some popular science books about history; folk-

history of nationalist type was strictly persecuted even in the last period of USSR. That is rather 

explainable since fantastic conceptions about some ancient civilizations actually didn’t 

contradict seriously official Soviet ideology while any nationalist movements obviously were 

considered as serious enemies. 

Also important fact about Soviet history (actually as well as about any other sphere of 

humanities in USSR) is that official history was something alike very closed caste of priests 

with very strict statute, i.e.: there were actually no free discussions but there were just a set of 

dogmas/directives on how to interpret, certain conceptions and views were changed not due to 

discovering some new facts but just due to zigzags of official ideologies. Tradition to impartially 

analyze sources and to prove through the analysis of sources was not widely spread and 

obviously was not popularized. Due to this fact in mass consciousness there was formed 

imagine that proves in history were just quotations of certain recognized specialists.  

Moreover, often there were gaps between reality and its interpretations by official history so it 

inspired plain people to mistrust official versions of history and inspired to invent their own 

conceptions. Official history started to be considered as wrong by default while samizdat 

versions of history often were considered as true by default, i.e.: just due to the fact they were 

opposite to the official. As far as methodology of historical researches was not popularized it 

made people think that history is actually just a set of different interpretations/versions. That 

was good background for development of folk-history. 

Officially Soviet society was society of winning positivism but really there were a huge 

underground of obscurant ideas and different pseudoscientific mythologies under quite thin and 

superficial camouflage of official conceptions. It was so due to the fact that Soviet positivism 

was based on a set of dogmas but not on free and open discussion. That’s why manifestation of 

that obscurant underground was only a matter of time. And that time came after the 

deconstruction of USSR in 1991.  

4. Issues of nationalist folk-histories in different Post-Soviet states and areas 

Bolsheviks were internationalists and one of their aims was social progress and also they aimed 

to attach all ethnicities of USSR to progressive issues of world culture while nationalist 

movements usually aimed to maintain status quo of local medieval traditions, obviously they 

weren’t welcomed by Bolsheviks. Also as far as USSR followed imperial paradigm it 

persecuted any nationalist/centrifugal movements and ideologies especially fiercely. Due to this 

fact nationalist conceptions of history got something alike very special aura of sacrifice and they 
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got serious influence on official history in certain areas after the deconstruction of Soviet 

official history. 

Speaking of nationalist folk-histories we can first of all can’t help remembering about Ukrainian 

folk-history. Ukrainian folk history has quite long tradition, it was yet Mikhailo Hrushevskyi 

who tried to prove that Ukraine but not Russia is direct descendant of ancient Rus’ and tried to 

prove that Russia and Ukraine have completely different roots. That tradition obviously was 

oppressed during Soviet rule and was restored after 1991 and it got especially strong support 

with begin of Ukrainian political crisis in 2013.   

Its main point is that Russia and Ukraine have no common background and that Ukraine is 

direct descendant of ancient Rus’ while cotemporary Russia has no relation to ancient Rus’. 

Ukrainian folk-history adepts can say something like the following: “Ukrainian people are true 

Slavic people; they bear true Slavic DNAs, while the Russian are mostly of Finno-Ugric origin”. 

Actually none cares that concepts of Slavic and Finnish are actually concepts of linguistics, but 

not of physical anthropology or population genetics, i.e.: there are no Slavic or Finno-Ugric 

DNAs and so issues of physical anthropology are completely irrelevant in this case since both 

nations: Russians as well as Ukrainians are mixture of different ethnicities and whether certain 

person is Russian or Ukrainian is determined mostly by his/her first language. 

If someone points on the fact that Russian language is actually very close to Ukrainian and has 

no relation to Finno-Ugric languages then they compare a list of lexemes borrowed by Russian 

and Ukrainian from different sources on this base ‘prove’ unrelatedness of Russian and 

Ukrainian.  

Also another notable example of ignoring of facts is state that Rus’ was Kievan Rus’ and due to 

this fact had no relation to Moscow and Russia. None cares that term Kievan Rus’ wasn’t used 

in ancient documents but was first invented by historians as a conventional term in the 

beginning of 19
th

 century. If someone points on annals of ancient Rus’ which are firm proves 

against Ukrainian version of history then they say that all annals actually are later forgery made 

by rulers of Russian empire. None cares that it’s simply impossible to make fake annals and fake 

quotations of the annals in many other texts.  

Ukrainian folk-history is a notable example of how fundamental ignoring of facts which have 

been well described many times and historical methodology leads to completely absurd 

conclusions and inspires deconstruction of sources criticism. However, the most pitiful issue is 

that Ukrainian folk history influences on academic Ukrainian history. In this aspect Ukraine is 

actually closer to the North Korea rather than to Europe. 

(Of course this is just general outline of mile stones of Ukrainian folk history since it has no any 

boarders of logic and facts as well as any other folk history. For instance, Ukrainian folk 

historians often like to say Ukrainian culture was root of all Indo-European languages and 

cultures; or, for instance, that Aratta of Sumerian myths was actually Ukraine; or that name 

Ukraine originated not from Russian word okraina “borderland” but originated from Sanskrit 

ucchraya “hill”, “mount” or ucchrāyin “high”, “raised”, “lofty” .)  

Another interesting tradition of folk-history is Turkic folk-history. This tradition is spread in 

Turkic states and territories: Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and so on, and in the areas of Russian 

Federation where live mostly Turkic people: Sakha Republic, Bashkortostan, Tatarstan.    

This tradition is not as well formulated as Ukrainian one and has less political manifestation. Its 

main points are the following: 1) Turkic people founded/seriously influenced many cultures; 2) 

some ethnicities were/are of Turkic origin. These two points are proved by utmost licentious 
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deal with facts of history and linguistics, and also as well as in the case of Ukrainian folk-history 

an important point is fundamental ignoring of historical methodology.  

Also notable fact is that despite in Russian society also there are issues of nationalist folk-

history but they have no influence on academic history so it’s possible to say that Russia in this 

aspect is closer to the West while Ukraine is closer to Turkic world and to the East, more exactly 

to the countries of so called Confucian cultural region. In all states of Confucian cultural region 

there is tradition to construct history, in highest degree that tradition is expressed in Koreas, 

especially in North Korea: almost all Korean culture consists of borrowings but there is no other 

nation that would so harshly deny the facts of borrowings. In this aspect Koreas obviously is 

opposite to Western Europe since, for instance, no British would deny Celtic, Scandinavian and 

French influence on English culture while obviously there are many Korean that deny obvious 

facts of Chinese and Japanese influence.  

5. Some conclusions 

1. Can be singled out two basic types of folk-history: 1) folk-history about ‘enigmatic issues of 

ancient civilizations’, 2) nationalistic folk-history. The first type is mostly spread in the West 

while the second is mostly spread in the East.  

2. Progress in history as well as in other humanities correlates with freedom of discussions while 

restrictions can inspire rise and wide spread folk-history. 

3. National humiliation (real or imaginary), for instance, experience of colonization usually 

inspires rise of folk-history. 

4. Main evil of folk-history is that it inspires mistrust of wide public to science methodology. 

5. Difficult political situation and low standard of living usually help spreading of folk-history. 

In more safe and more opened societies there are fewer opportunities for development of folk 

history. 

6. In the aspect of folk-history Ukraine is closer to Turkic world and to the East, while Russia is 

closer to the West. 

 


